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� We use chemical transport modeling to improve conversion from visibility to AOD.
� We use MODIS and three ground AOD networks to validate visibility-inferred AOD.
� Seasonal and daytime variations of visibility-inferred AOD agree with MODIS AOD.
� Our visibility-based AOD inference can be used for multi-decadal aerosol studies.
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a b s t r a c t

Horizontal visibility measured at ground meteorological stations provides an under-exploited source of
information for studying the interdecadal variation of aerosols and their climatic impacts. Here we
propose to use a 3-hourly visibility dataset to infer aerosol optical depth (AOD) over East China, using the
nested GEOS-Chem chemical transport model to interpret the spatiotemporally varying relations be-
tween columnar and near-surface aerosols. Our analysis is focused in 2006 under cloud-free conditions.
We evaluate the visibility-inferred AOD using MODIS/Terra and MODIS/Aqua AOD datasets, after vali-
dating MODIS data against three ground AOD measurement networks (AERONET, CARSNET and CSHNET).
We find that the two MODIS datasets agree with ground-based AOD measurements, with negative mean
biases of 0.05e0.08 and Reduced Major Axis regression slopes around unity. Visibility-inferred AOD
roughly capture the general spatiotemporal patterns of the two MODIS datasets with negligible mean
differences. The inferred AOD reproduce the seasonal variability (correlation exceeds 0.9) and the slight
AOD growth from the late morning to early afternoon shown in the MODIS datasets, suggesting the
validity of our AOD inference method. Future research will extend the visibility-based AOD inference to
study the long-term variability of AOD.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Climate forcings of aerosols are among the most uncertain as-
pects in climate change studies. Due to their relatively short life-
times, aerosols undergo significant spatial and temporal variability,
and are highly dependent on emissions, atmospheric formation,
transport, and removal processes. The spatiotemporal variability
Ltd. This is an open access article u
also means that a large amount of measurements with good
coverage in space and time are required to constrain their climatic
impacts. Such measurements are rare before the 21st century,
especially over developing countries like China. Previous studies
have suggested that aerosols may have significantly affected sur-
face air temperature (Qian and Giorgi, 2000) and precipitation
(Qian et al., 2009) over various parts of China. A reliable dataset for
historical aerosols would provide additional insight into these
impacts.

Near-surface horizontal visibility has been measured routinely
at many ground meteorological stations for many decades. Given
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the impairment of light by aerosols, visibility measurements can be
used to infer aerosol optical effects after constraining the effects of
non-aerosol factors like air molecules and hydrometeors (Griffing,
1980; Husar et al., 2000; Qian and Giorgi, 2000; Doyle and
Dorling, 2002; Vautard et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012). Previous
studies have attempted to convert daily mean or early afternoon
visibility to aerosol optical depth (AOD), a key optical characteristic
of aerosols in the whole atmospheric column (Qiu and Lin, 2001;
Chen et al., 2009b; Wang et al., 2009; Qin et al., 2010). In con-
verting visibility to AOD, these studies have normally assumed an
exponential decrease of aerosols with height, with a scale height of
0.8e1.2 km that depends linearly and weakly on visibility
(Elterman, 1970). Qiu and Lin (2001) proposed a correction on the
vertical profile based on near-surface water vapor pressure.
Nonetheless, the simplified conversion approach cannot fully ac-
count for the large variability with space and time in the aerosol
vertical profile (van Donkelaar et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013). For
example, the vertical shape of aerosols are often not exponential
(Liu et al., 2011), and in the downwind regions the free tropospheric
aerosols play a much more important role than suggested by the
exponential profile (Ford and Heald, 2012). There is also significant
variability in vertical mixing in the planetary boundary layer (PBL),
with the PBL height varying diurnally and day-to-day by up to an
order of magnitude (Lin et al., 2008, 2012; Yang et al., 2013).

In this study, we propose to use a 3-hourly visibility dataset for
AOD inference over East China (see Fig. 1 for domain definition). To
relate near-surface to columnar aerosols, we employ the vertical
profiles of aerosols simulated by the nested GEOS-Chem chemical
transport model (CTM). Driven by assimilated meteorology, the
model accounts for the horizontal and temporal (hourly, daily and
seasonal) variations of aerosol profiles. The model profiles have
been used to convert satellite AOD data to near-surface PM2.5 mass
concentrations (van Donkelaar et al., 2010, 2013) and visibility
(Kessner et al., 2013). Similar modeling approaches have been
adopted for studying trace gases (Lamsal et al., 2008; Lin et al.,
2010). In addition, the use of 3-hourly data allows for an analysis
of AOD variability during the daytime, an important aspect for the
climatic impacts of aerosols. Although the diurnal variation of AOD
is likely small on the annual and global scale (Kaufman et al., 2000;
Ichoku et al., 2005), the range of variation depends on season, the
Fig. 1. Stations of visibility measurements and three ground AOD networks over East
China.
magnitude of AOD, and the contribution of anthropogenic sources
(Kaufman et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2010).

Visibility-inferred AOD are subject to errors in visibility data,
influences by non-aerosol factors, and assumptions in the conver-
sion process from visibility to AOD. We thus evaluate the inferred
data using independent AOD data from the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) onboard the Terra and Aqua
satellites and from three ground networks including the AErosol
RObotic NETwork (AERONET), the China Aerosol Remote Sensing
Network (CARSNET), and the Chinese Sun Hazemeter Network
(CSHNET) (see Fig. 1 for locations of the individual stations).
Considering that ground stations for AOD measurements are not
collocated with stations for visibility observations and that there
are much fewer AOD stations, we use ground-based AOD mea-
surements to validate MODIS data and then use MODIS data to
evaluate visibility-inferred AOD. Such ‘transfer evaluation’ maxi-
mizes the use of ground-measured and MODIS AOD data. Our
analysis is focused in 2006 under cloud-free conditions, concerning
the measurement conditions for MODIS and ground AOD networks
as well as the data availability in CARSNET and CSHNET (both
available for 2006).

Section 2 presents AOD data fromMODIS and ground networks,
visibility data, GEOS-Chem simulations, and the method to con-
verting visibility to AOD. Section 3 compares MODIS AOD to those
from the ground networks. Section 4 evaluates visibility-inferred
AOD using MODIS AOD data, focusing on the spatial, seasonal,
and daytime hourly variations. Section 5 summarizes the paper.

2. Data, modeling and methodology

2.1. AOD measurements from three ground networks

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of three ground networks over East
China. AERONET is a world-renowned remote sensing aerosol
monitoring network (Holben et al., 1998). It has been used previ-
ously to provide aerosol optical properties (Liu et al., 2007) for the
derivation and/or evaluation of satellite remote sensing or atmo-
spheric modeling of aerosols (Mi et al., 2007; van Donkelaar et al.,
2013; Lin et al., 2014). However, AERONET includes few sites in
Chinawith continuous aerosol measurements, affecting its regional
representativeness in various applications. The network provides
level-2 (quality-assured) AOD data at the wavelengths of 440 nm,
675 nm, 870 nm and 1020 nm; these data have been subject to both
automatic and manual cloud screening. In this study, AOD data at
550 nm at four stations are derived fromvalues at 440 nm using the
accompanying Ångstrӧm exponent data for 440e675 nm.

Operated by the China Meteorological Administration since
2002, CARSNET is the Chinese version of AERONET designed for
studying aerosol optical properties in different areas of China (Che
et al., 2009). The network uses the same CE-318 sun photometers as
in AERONET. The CARSNET instruments undergo the Langley cali-
bration at the Izana Observatory (INM, Spain), following the pro-
tocol used by AERONET. An instrument inter-comparison
calibration is also conducted at the Chinese Academy of Meteoro-
logical Sciences (CAMS) site (Che et al., 2009, 2013). In addition,
sphere calibration is performed every year to ensure the accuracy of
the sky irradiance measurement (Tao et al., 2013). CARSNET pro-
vides both level 1.0 (raw AOD without cloud screening) and level-
1.5 AOD (cloud-screened AOD based on the work of (Smirnov
et al. (2000)) products using the ASTPwin software offered by
Cimel Ltd. Co. AOD data are available at 440 nm, 670 nm, 870 nm
and 1020 nm, together with the Ångstrӧm exponent calculated
from AOD values at 440 nm and 870 nm. The CARSNET level-1.5
data at the CMAS site agree with the AERONET/PHOTONS level-
1.5 data (Che et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2010). The CARSNET dataset
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has been employed to evaluate MODIS Collection 5 AOD products
over many regions of China (Pan et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2011). In this
study, we calculate the level-1.5 CARSNET AOD at 550 nm at 10
stations using AOD at 440 nm and the accompanying Ångstrӧm
exponent data.

Established in 2004 by the Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
CSHNET implements handheld sun hazemeters to measure aerosol
optical properties across the ecologically diverse areas of China (Xin
et al., 2007). Measurements are conducted in the morning and af-
ternoon close to the overpass times of polar orbiting satellites
carrying aerosol measurement instruments (e.g., MODIS). AOD data
are provided at four spectral channels: 405 nm, 500 nm, 650 nm,
and 880 nm. Ångstrӧm exponent is derived with log linear fitting
using AOD values at 405 nm, 500 nm and 650 nm. Cloud screening
is done manually by the observers holding the photometers. The
hazemeters are calibrated annually with a CE-318 sun photometer
at Xianghe as part of AERONET. Additional periodic calibration is
performed through the Langley method for selected photometers
and through transfer calibration for the rest photometers (Xin et al.,
2007). Calibration for FebruaryeAugust 2005 showed that the
hazemeter AOD data at 405 nm, 500 nm and 650 nm are generally
within 2%e6% of the CE-318 photometer results. CSHNET data have
been compared with MODIS Collection 4 and 5 AOD products over
China (Li et al., 2007;Wang et al., 2007, 2010) andMODIS Collection
5.1 product around the Bohai Sea area (Xin et al., 2011). In this
study, we use CSHNET AOD at 500 nm and associated Ångstrӧm
exponent data to derive AOD values at 550 nm at 12 stations.

2.2. MODIS AOD data retrieved from Terra and Aqua

We use the Collection 5.1 level 2 products MOD04 and MYD04
(Levy et al., 2007) retrieved from the Terra and Aqua satellites,
respectively. Following Hyer et al. (2011), we strengthen the data
selection criteria to enhance data quality. We only include MODIS
data under clear-sky conditions (cloud fraction ¼ 0) with the ‘very
good’ quality assurance flag and with scattering angle less than
170�. We screen out scenes with potential problems in surface
reflectance, based on the MODIS MCD43C3 albedo product. We
remove scenes with non-zero snow fraction within 0.175� of the
scene centers. We exclude data when surface albedo exceeds 0.08
at 480 nm, 0.17 at 650 nm or 0.33 at 2100 nm, or when surface
albedo at 650 nm exceeds 85% of the albedo at 2100 nm; AOD errors
increase under these circumstances (Hyer et al., 2011). Hyer et al.
(2011) showed that the strengthened data screening generally en-
hances the consistency between MODIS and AERONET data on a
global scale. However, the evaluation over China was limited by the
small number of AERONET sites.

2.3. GEOS-Chem simulation

We use the nested GEOS-Chem model for Asia (version 08-03-
02; http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/Main Page)
(Chen et al., 2009a) to simulate the vertical profile of aerosol
extinction coefficient (AEC) for converting near-surface AEC to AOD.
Driven by the GEOS-5 assimilation meteorology, the nested model
has a horizontal resolution of 0.667� long. � 0.5� lat. with 47 ver-
tical layers. Its lateral boundary conditions of chemicals are taken
every 3 h from a global GEOS-Chem simulation at 5� long. � 4� lat.
horizontally. The model is run with the standard full gaseous and
aerosol chemistry. Aerosols simulated include sulfa-
teenitrateeammonium (Park et al., 2004), carbonaceous aerosols
(Park et al., 2003), dust (Fairlie et al., 2007) and sea salts (Alexander
et al., 2005). Wet deposition of gases and aerosols includes rainout,
washout and convective updrafts (Liu et al., 2001), and dry depo-
sition depends on near-surface meteorology and surface
characteristics (Wesely, 1989; Wang et al., 1998). The sulfa-
teenitrateeammonium aerosols are simulated with the ISOROPIA-
II thermodynamical equilibrium scheme (Fountoukis and Nenes,
2007). Dust particles are emitted with the DEAD scheme (Fairlie
et al., 2007), and emissions of sea salts are parameterized by
Jaegl�e et al. (2011). AOD at 550 nm is calculated from the mass
concentration and extinction efficiency for each aerosol type (Drury
et al., 2010). Aerosol-type-specific hygroscopic growth of aerosol
optical effects is simulated based on the GEOS-5 relative humidity
data (Drury et al., 2010). More information onmodel aerosol optical
properties can be found in Drury et al. (2010).

Asian anthropogenic emissions are taken from the INTEX-B
dataset (Zhang et al., 2009) for nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon
monoxide, non-methane volatile organic compounds (VOCs), sulfur
dioxide, black carbon and organic carbon. Seasonal dependence of
residential emissions follows Lin (2012). Emissions of ammonia are
adopted from Streets et al. (2003) with the annual emissions for
China scaled to 16.6 Tg (Zhao et al., 2009). Biomass burning emis-
sions are taken from the monthly GFED v2 dataset (van der Werf
et al., 2006). Biogenic emissions of VOCs follow MEGAN v2
(Guenther et al., 2006). Soil emissions of NOx follow Yienger and
Levy (1995) and Wang et al. (1998). Lightning emissions of NOx

are parameterized by Price et al. (1997) with a vertical distribution
by Ott et al. (2010) and a further budget adjustment according to
the OTD/LIS satellite measurements (Murray et al., 2012).

The vertical profile of aerosols is affected by deep convection
and PBL mixing, in addition to production and loss processes at
different altitudes. In GEOS-Chem, convection is parameterized by a
modified Relaxed Arakawa-Schubert scheme (Rienecker et al.,
2008), and PBL mixing is parameterized by a non-local scheme
driven by the GEOS-5 PBL height (Lin and McElroy, 2010). The
GEOS-5 PBL height likely has a negative nighttime bias, and differs
from the GEOS-4 height in the daytime (Lin et al., 2012). In the
afternoon, the GEOS-5 driven GEOS-Chem generally reproduces the
vertical profile of aerosol extinction coefficients retrieved from
CALIOP but with a tendency to underestimate aerosols in the free
troposphere on a global scale (Ford and Heald, 2012; van Donkelaar
et al., 2013). For most of East China, van Donkelaar et al. (2013)
showed a summertime underestimate (within 30%) in the after-
noon in the modeled ratio of columnar to near-surface (i.e., in the
lowest model layer) aerosols.

2.4. Visibility measurements from ground meteorological stations

We adopt the three-hourly visibility data (at 00:00UTC,
03:00UTC, etc.) and other ancillarymeteorological parameters from
the Integrated Surface Dataset (ISD) from the U.S. National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration National Climatic Data Center
(NCDC) (Smith et al., 2011). This dataset includes ~300 synoptic
(non-airport) stations in East China for most years since 1973 with
relatively good spatial coverage (Fig.1). Data from these stations are
reported to the World Meteorological Organization via the Global
Telecommunications System and, after several processes, finally
compiled and archived at NCDC. Of these stations, about 5% were
urban sites; currently the non-urban sites are also influenced by air
pollution due to urbanization and regional pollution transport. The
ISD dataset is processed through 54 quality control algorithms (Lott
et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2011). It has been employed to analyze the
day-to-day meteorological variation (Lin and McElroy, 2011) and to
evaluate the GEOS-5 assimilated meteorology (Lin et al., 2012).

In the daytime, visibility is measured manually as the furthest
distance at which the naked eye of an observer can distinguish a
predetermined marker object (a building, a mountain, etc.) from
the background. The guideline for visibility measurement and
recording is given by the China Meteorological Administration

http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/Main
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(CMA, 2007) following the World Meteorological Organization
recommendation (WMO, 2008). Dark objects are required to ensure
the contrast against the background; and objects at as many di-
rections and distances as possible are selected for observation to
increase the spatial representativeness of measurements. Visibility
measurements are subject to limitations in manual observation
(e.g., human mistakes); their spatial representativeness is affected
by the presence of plumes and other occasional heterogeneity in
the local air. Visibility is recorded as discrete numbers, usually at
intervals of 0.1 km for distances within 1 km, of 1 km for distances
1e10 km away, and of 5 km for distances 10e30 km away. Visibility
exceeding 30 km is recorded as 30 km. Detailed procedures can be
found in CMA (2007) and (WMO, 2008).

Visibility is reduced by scattering/absorption of light by air
molecules, hydrometeors (rain, snow, fog, clouds, etc.), and aero-
sols. Scattering and absorption by air molecules is relatively weak,
and visibility below 30 km is caused predominately by the presence
of aerosols and hydrometeors. To eliminate the influence of hy-
drometeors, we remove visibility data when precipitation is
observed concurrently. We screen out the times with fog present by
eliminating the data when relative humidity exceeds 95%. A
threshold at 95% instead of 100% accounts for errors in relative
humidity data in the humid environment; using 90% as threshold
led to similar results when comparing visibility-inferred AOD to
MODIS data.We also remove any visibility data concurrent with ‘ice
fog’ and ‘blowing snow’ under cold and windy conditions (Husar
et al., 2000).

Upon the quality control protocols embedded in the ISD dataset
(Lott, 2004), we perform further data screening to eliminate visi-
bility observations that may be subject to human mistakes,
adopting and modifying the procedures by Husar et al. (2000). To
eliminate some suspicious data spikes, we exclude days when the
daily mean visibility falls below one third of the values in the
previous and next day (Husar et al., 2000). We exclude all data at
stations where the maximum visibility over the course of 2006 is
below 12 km but the median value exceeds 11 km, considering that
such lack of variability is often indicative of erroneous data. In
addition, we remove the stations where the number of non-
repeating visibility values in 2006 is less than five. For compari-
sons with the clear-sky MODIS AOD, we further remove visibility
data when the presence of clouds is reported. Note that our data
screening may not fully eliminate erroneous data due to the nature
of manual measurement and data recording method.

After the above data screening, coincident visibility data are
available under cloud-free conditions at 220 synoptic (non-airport)
stations with respect to MODIS/Terra and at 233 stations with
respect to MODIS/Aqua; 3% and 5% of the stations are located in the
urban areas, respectively. We choose to include the cases with
visibility¼ 30 km because excluding such cases would introduce an
undesirable sampling bias affecting later analyses on AOD. In Sect.
2.5, we introduce a correction to compensate for, among other
factor, the visibility values being capped at 30 km.

2.5. Conversion from visibility to AOD

In the absence of hydrometeors, the near-surface AEC at 550 nm
is inversely proportional to visibility through the Koschmieder
Equation if the effect of air molecules is neglected:

AEC ¼ K=V (1)

Here V represents visibility and K the Koschmieder constant. The
value of K depends on the contrast threshold of the human eye
(2e5%) and the optical contrast of the designated marker object
against the background. It reaches 3.9 for a human eye contrast
threshold of 2% with optimal contrast between the marker object
and the background, and is reduced with weaker contrasts.

As discussed in Sect. 2.4, visibility is recorded as 30 km when
exceeding the value. In addition, the relative contribution of scat-
tering/absorption by air molecules enhances with increasing visi-
bility. Errors may also exist in other aspects of manual
measurement and data recording. Therefore we modify the AEC-
visibility relationship as follows:

AEC ¼ K=V � K=V0 ¼ K=V*ð1� V=V0Þ (2)

Here we introduce V0 to account for the optical effect of air mole-
cules and potential errors in visibility measurements and recording
(including but not limited to human errors). For simplicity, we as-
sume that K is not affected by these errors.

For a particular station, the near-surface AEC is converted to
AOD at 550 nm using the GEOS-Chemmodeled ratio of AOD to AEC,
AODm/AECm, in the gridcell covering the station:

AOD ¼ AEC*ðAODm=AECmÞ ¼ K=V*ð1� V=V0Þ*ðAODm=AECmÞ
(3)

Equation (3) corresponds to the conversion formula used by Zhu
et al. (2011) and Chen et al. (2013) shown in Eq. (4) below. However,
Eq. (3) uses a modeled AOD to near-surface AEC ratio instead of
assuming a scale height H (with an implied exponential vertical
shape) for aerosols. Equation (3) also uses a different set of values
for K and V0 than Eq. (4) to provide better consistency with MODIS
AOD data over East China (see below).

AOD ¼ 3:0=V*ð1� V=205Þ*H (4)

We adopt amaximumvalue of 3.9 for K (Qiu and Lin, 2001; Chen
et al., 2009b; Qin et al., 2010). The value is higher than used in Eq.
(4), and compensates for the underestimate in the modeled ratio of
columnar to near-surface aerosols (see Sect. 2.3). It contributes to a
negligible mean bias in visibility-inferred AOD relative to MODIS
data.

The choice of V0 requires information on errors in visibility
measurements and recording procedures that are largely unclear,
although the optical effect of air molecules (corresponding to a
value at 205 km, as in Eq. (4)) can be quantified straightforwardly.
We adopt a value at 70 km to achieve the highest consistency be-
tween visibility-inferred and MODIS AOD across the range of AOD
values in 2006, after testing various values between 35 km and
110 km for V0. For a visibility record at 30 km, the inclusion of
V0 ¼ 70 km leads to an ‘effective’ visibility of 52.5 km, an AEC of
0.074 km�1, and thus an AOD averaged at 0.16 around the Terra time
and at 0.20 around the Aqua time. The effect of V0 diminishes
rapidly with decreasing values of V. Overall, implementing
V0 ¼ 70 km reduces AOD, and the relative effect ranges from �43%
for V ¼ 30 km to �14% for V ¼ 10 km, to �1% for V ¼ 1 km, and to
within 1% for V < 1 km. Using seasonally varying values for V0
would slightly improve the agreement between inferred and
MODIS AOD at the cost of increased algorithm complexity, thus we
elect to adopt a single value for V0. We note that the estimate of V0
here is relatively rough, and may be improved by comparisons with
MODIS data in multiple years. More analysis of the effect of V0 is
shown in Sect. 4.1.

Another key procedure of our AOD derivation is the use of
AODm/AECm ratios. Model simulations have often been used to link
columnar to near-surface aerosols (van Donkelaar et al., 2010, 2013;
Kessner et al., 2013). van Donkelaar et al. (2013) used GEOS-Chem
simulated AOD/PM2.5 ratios to convert MODIS AOD to near-
surface PM2.5 concentrations and achieved significant agreement
with in situ measurements over North America (slope ¼ 0.89;
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r¼ 0.82). Using GEOS-5 simulations, Kessner et al. (2013) converted
MODIS AOD to near-surface AEC and then visibility over the eastern
U.S. and found good consistency with visibility measurements
(slope ¼ 0.98; r ¼ 0.70). Here we use a similar approach to convert
near-surface AEC to AOD in the reverse direction.

The choice of AECm is not trivial, given the potential bias in the
modeled PBL mixing. We find that adopting the modeled AEC from
the lowest layer (~130 m thick) results in a mean bias by �20% in
the morning-time visibility-inferred AOD relative to MODIS/Terra
data. We test the feasibility of an average AEC frommultiple model
layers, and find that a 6-layer mean AEC (i.e., average in the lowest
troposphere 0e800 m above the ground) leads to a bias within 5%
in visibility-inferred AOD relative toMODIS/Terra data. Using the 6-
layer average AEC (in place of the value in the lowest model layer)
affects the afternoon AOD inference insignificantly. This is due to
the relatively well mixed PBL in the afternoon simulated by GEOS-
Chem. Thus we adopt the 6-layer average AEC from the model to
convert visibility to AOD. As such, the chosen AODm/AECm ratios are
about 1.8 ± 1.5 km at the Terra time and 2.4 ± 1.4 km at the Aqua
time across the days and stations. We find that using the average
AEC within the PBL (Kessner et al., 2013) does not improve the AOD
inference.

3. Evaluation of MODIS AOD using ground AOD networks

We first evaluate MODIS AOD over East China using data from
the three ground networks. To ensure the spatiotemporal consis-
tency between ground-network and MODIS AOD, we only select
MODIS scenes within 0.25� of the ground sites, and average
ground-network AODwithin 1 h of the local times of MODIS scenes.

Fig. 2 presents the scatter plots of MODIS AOD as a function of
ground-network AOD.With respect to both Terra (Fig. 2a) and Aqua
(Fig. 2b), there is modest scatter between MODIS and ground-
network AOD data, with a correlation coefficient of 0.85. The
scatter is largest for AOD values exceeding 0.6, especially for Terra.
Selecting ground-network data within 15 min of the MODIS time
instead of within 1 h leads to a slight reduction in the scatter with
the correlation increasing to 0.87 (not shown).

The Reduced Major-Axis (RMA) regression further shows good
agreement between MODIS and ground-network AOD
(slope ¼ 1.01, intercept ¼ �0.09 for Terra; and slope ¼ 1.11,
intercept¼�0.11 for Aqua). On average,MODIS AOD is smaller than
ground-network AOD by 0.05e0.08 for both Terra and Aqua. This
mainly reflects the underestimate in MODIS AOD in the low-value
Fig. 2. Scatter plots of MODIS AOD as a function of ground-network AOD over East Chin
relationship. Also shown in each panel are number of data pairs, intercept and slope from t
MODIS.
cases (Fig. 2a,b). These findings are generally consistent with pre-
vious evaluation of MODIS Collection 5 AOD (Mi et al., 2007; Wang
et al., 2010).

4. Evaluation of visibility-inferred AOD using MODIS AOD

We then use the strictly screened MODIS Collection 5.1 AOD
data to evaluate our visibility-inferred AOD. Section 4.1 analyzes
the general characteristics of MODIS and visibility-inferred AOD
data in all days from all stations; and Sects. 4.2e4.4 evaluate the
spatial, seasonal and daytime hourly variations of visibility-inferred
AOD, respectively. Due to the strict cloud screening in Sects 2.2 and
2.4, the AOD analyzed here represent the cloud-free conditions.

The measured visibility is mostly less than 20 km, a MODIS
scene is typically about 10 km � 10 km, and the scene center is not
exactly located at the ground station. For spatial consistency, we
select MODIS scenes within 0.25� of the ground stations for aver-
aging to derive a value for each day and station. Since visibility and
the consequently inferred AOD data have a temporal resolution of
3 h in UTC at any given station, we use piecewise linear interpo-
lation to convert the 3-hourly AOD data to an hourly dataset in local
solar time, and then average the inferred AOD datawithin 1 h of the
local times of MODIS scenes. The hourly data are also used to
analyze the spatially and annually averaged daytime variation of
AOD in Sect. 4.4. Our sensitivity test using cubic spline interpolation
gives similar results for comparisons between visibility-inferred
and MODIS AOD.

We exclude AOD data exceeding the threshold of 2.0, due to the
increased uncertainties in both MODIS and visibility-inferred data.
At the high-AOD situations, values of visibility are low and may be
subject to larger errors in manual measurement and data recording
(as discrete values). MODIS data also contain larger errors when
AOD is high, due to the increased difficulty of the satellite instru-
ment to detect throughout the atmosphere (Hyer et al., 2011).
Extremely polluted events excluded from the high-AOD threshold
here are normally episodic at a scale of days. Implementing the AOD
threshold will not significantly affect the use of visibility-inferred
AOD data in studying the long-term (e.g., interdecadal) variability
and trends of aerosols.

4.1. General characteristics

Fig. 3 shows the frequency of occurrences for clear-sky AOD
values within specified bins (0e0.05, 0.05e0.10, etc.), comparing
a. The dashed line depicts the RMA regression and the dotted line indicates the 1:1
he RMA regression, correlation coefficient, and mean AOD from ground networks and



Fig. 3. Frequency of data in individual bins (0e0.05, 0.05e0.10, etc.) for MODIS AOD, visibility-inferred AOD, and visibility-inverted AEC over East China under cloud-free conditions.
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MODIS and visibility-inferred data. The frequency distribution has a
single mode around 0.1e0.2 for bothMODIS/Terra andMODIS/Aqua
AOD. The frequency distribution of visibility-inferred AOD roughly
resembles that of MODIS, but with more data in the AOD range of
0.1e0.4, much fewer data in the range of 0e0.1, and (particularly in
the case of Terra) fewer data for AOD values between 0.6 and 1.2.
MODIS/Terra (MODIS/Aqua) AOD are below 0.05 for 8.3% (5.4%) of
data points, reflecting the underestimate discussed in Sect. 3.
Meanwhile, the inferred AOD is always larger than 0.05, because in
the low-aerosol cases (visibility record ¼ 30 km and
AEC ¼ 0.074 km�1) there tend to be more aerosols at higher alti-
tudes than near the surface (i.e., AODm/AECm > 1 km). By compar-
ison, the visibility-inverted AEC is concentrated in the range of
0.05e0.35 km�1 with few data exceeding 0.35 km�1 (Fig. 3).
Assuming a fixed vertical profile of AEC would cause the frequency
distribution of visibility-inferred AOD to deviate from that of
MODIS AOD.

The scatter plots in Fig. 4a,c compare MODIS (x-axis) and
visibility-inferred AOD (y-axis) under cloud-free conditions in all
days at all meteorological stations. With respect to both Terra and
Aqua, the correlation between MODIS and visibility-inferred AOD
exceeds 0.5; the apparent data scatter is related mainly to the
spatial patterns discussed in Sect. 4.2. On average, the inferred AOD
has a negligible bias (within 0.02) relative to MODIS. The RMA
regression slope is about 0.84 with a small positive intercept at
0.04e0.05. The positive intercept persists even if we exclude the
cases with visibility recorded at 30 km (the cutoff value). The
positive intercept reflects that visibility-inferred AOD are larger
than MODIS values in the low-AOD cases, due in part to the un-
derestimate in MODIS AOD discussed in Sect. 3.

The choice of V0 in Eq. (3) affects the comparisons with MODIS
data. Using a value of 205 km instead of 70 km for V0 would lead to
a mean positive bias in the inferred AOD by 0.05 (0.07) relative to
MODIS/Terra (MODIS/Aqua). A value of 70 km for V0 significantly
reduces the positive bias in the low-AOD cases due to the cutoff
value at 30 km in the visibility records. For the visibility data
recorded at 30 km, the inferred AOD are comparable to the
respective MODIS AOD with a mean bias within 0.02: the mean
MODIS AOD are 0.14 for Terra and 0.19 for Aqua, similar to the
values at 0.16 and 0.20 inferred from visibility.

To ensure that our transfer evaluation is reasonable, we further
compare ground-network AODwith visibility-inferred AOD around
the overpass time of MODIS. Selecting ground visibility sites within
a radius of 0.25� of ground AOD sites leads to a difference below
0.01 between their mean AOD values; this criterion leads to 10 AOD
sites with valid data for comparison. Loosening the distance crite-
rion to 1.0� would include all AOD sites for comparison, which leads
to a negative mean bias of �0.05 in visibility-inferred AOD. These
results support the use of ‘transfer evaluation’.

4.2. Spatial distribution

Fig. 5aec compares the spatial distributions of annual average
clear-sky AOD betweenMODIS/Terra and visibility-inferred data. As
shown in Fig. 5a, MODIS/Terra AOD exceeds 0.5 at many stations in
the North China Plain and Sichuan Basin due to large anthropogenic
emissions of aerosols and precursors (Zhang et al., 2009; Wang
et al., 2010). The high AOD in the Sichuan Basin is contributed
also by the stagnant atmosphere trapping anthropogenic pollution
(Li et al., 2003).

Fig. 5b shows that the visibility-inferred AOD roughly captures
the general spatial pattern of MODIS/Terra AOD. Although smaller
than MODIS/Terra AOD over the polluted North China Plain and
Sichuan Basin, the visibility-inferred AOD exceeds MODIS/Terra
values over the clean regions in the north (Fig. 5c). The scatter plot
in Fig. 4b further shows that the annual mean visibility-inferred
AOD are below 0.1 at much fewer stations than MODIS/Terra
AOD. Overall, the spatial correlation between MODIS/Terra and
visibility-inferred AOD reaches 0.58. The bias in the visibility-
inferred AOD is negligible averaged across the stations, with a
RMA regression slope of 0.93. Similar results are found for the
comparisons between MODIS/Aqua AOD and respective visibility-
inferred AOD (Figs. 4d and 6aec).

An underestimate over the polluted North China Plain (Figs. 5c
and 6c) means that the visibility-based AOD inference may un-
derestimate the radiative forcing of aerosols over the region for
2006. Analysis of other years (e.g., since 2000 whenMODIS data are
available) can confirmwhether the underestimate persists and how
it may affect the long-term climatic forcings of aerosols. This can be
done in our further study.

4.3. Seasonal distribution

Fig. 7 compares the seasonal variations of clear-sky AOD be-
tween MODIS and visibility-inferred datasets; the value for a given
month represents the mean of all daily data in that month from all
stations in East China. Both MODIS/Terra and MODIS/Aqua AOD
peak in spring and early summer with a minimum value in winter,
in general consistency with the seasonality shown in a previous
study on CSHNET AOD (Wang et al., 2011). The visibility-inferred
AOD captures the seasonal variability of MODIS AOD: the correla-
tion coefficient exceeds 0.9 with respect to both Terra and Aqua.
Regionally, the correlation is around 0.9 for polluted Northern East
China encompassing 29�e41�N and 110�e123�E, and is about



Fig. 4. Scatter plots of visibility-inferred AOD as a function of MODIS AOD over East China under cloud-free conditions. Each data pair in (a) and (c) represents a particular day at a
particular station, while each data pair in (b) and (d) represents the annual mean value for a station. Colors in (a) and (c) and the percentages in (a) differentiate the number of data
pairs within ±0.2 of the AOD values of a given data pair, normalized to the total number of data pairs. The dashed line depicts the RMA regression and the dotted line indicates the
1:1 relationship. Also shown in each panel are number of data pairs, intercept and slope from the RMA regression, correlation coefficient, mean MODIS AOD, and mean visibility-
inferred AOD. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Spatial distributions of (a) annual mean MODIS/Terra AOD, (b) respective visibility-inferred AOD, and (c) their differences over East China under cloud-free conditions.
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Fig. 6. Similar to Fig. 5 but for comparison with MODIS/Aqua.

Fig. 7. Seasonal variations of MODIS AOD, visibility-inferred AOD and visibility-inverted AEC under cloud-free conditions averaged over all daily data at all stations in East China.

Fig. 8. Hourly variations of visibility-inferred AOD and visibility-inverted AEC in the
daytime over East China under cloud-free conditions, averaged over all days and sta-
tions when and where MODIS/Terra AOD, MODIS/Aqua AOD and respective visibility-
inferred AOD data are all available.
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0.83e0.86 for the southern (south of 33�N) and northern (north of
33�N) areas of East China. Averaged over East China, the absolute
difference between MODIS and visibility-inferred AOD is within
0.15 in any given month, with a relative difference within 30%. By
comparison, the visibility-inverted AEC is relatively constant across
the 12 months and does not correlate to MODIS AOD (R < 0.10 for
both Terra and Aqua; Fig. 7).

4.4. Diurnal distribution

The solid black line in Fig. 8 presents the hourly variation of
visibility-inferred AOD in the daytime under cloud-free conditions,
averaged over all days and stations. A day and station is selected for
analysis only when MODIS/Terra AOD, MODIS/Aqua AOD and
respective visibility-inferred AOD data are all available. The
visibility-inferred AOD reaches a maximum in the early morning
with a minimum around midday. The range of daytime variation is
about 0.12 (30% of daytime mean). A similar variation range (0.13,
equal to 20% of daytime mean) is also found for ground-network
AOD data despite their different spatiotemporal coverage. The
inferred AOD data also capture the slight increase from the over-
pass time of Terra to Aqua shown in the MODIS datasets (from
0.348 to 0.366 in visibility-inferred AOD versus from 0.338 to 0.354
in MODIS data).

By comparison, the dashed black line in Fig. 8 shows the daytime
variability of visibility-inverted AEC. The AEC peaks in the early
morning with subsequent reductions throughout the rest of the
day. Its value at the overpass time of Terra is larger than the value at
the overpass time of Aqua by 32%. The large difference in daytime
variation between visibility-inverted AEC and visibility-inferred
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AOD is due to the temporally varying vertical distribution of aero-
sols simulated by GEOS-Chem.

5. Summary and discussion

This study uses near-surface visibility data measured every 3 h
at ground meteorological stations to infer AOD over East China in
2006 under cloud-free conditions. We eliminate the optical effects
of non-aerosol factors (air molecules and hydrometeors), convert
visibility to near-surface aerosol extinction coefficient, and employ
a GEOS-Chem simulation to relate columnar and near-surface
aerosols in a spatiotemporally varying manner. We use MODIS
Collection 5.1 AOD data retrieved from Terra and Aqua with
strengthened data screening to evaluate the visibility-inferred AOD
data, focusing on the spatial, seasonal and daytime hourly varia-
tions. MODIS AOD data are shown to be consistent with AOD data
from three ground networks (AERONET, CARSNET and CSHNET)
with a small negative bias of 0.05e0.08 and a RMA regression slope
around unity.

Visibility-inferred AOD data roughly capture the general pattern
of the frequency distribution of MODIS AOD, with a single mode at
0.1e0.2. Relative to both MODIS/Terra and MODIS/Aqua across all
daily data from all stations, the inferred AOD have a mean bias
within 0.02 and a correlation coefficient exceeding 0.5. Spatially,
the annual mean inferred AOD correlates modestly to MODIS AOD
(correlation is around 0.6), and it underestimates MODIS AOD over
the polluted North China Plain.

The inferred AOD capture the seasonal variability of MODIS AOD
with a correlation coefficient exceeding 0.9. They also reproduce
the slight AOD increase from the late morning to the early after-
noon suggested by the MODIS/Terra and MODIS/Aqua data. The
well-reproduced temporal variability of AOD supports the use of
the GEOS-Chem simulation in providing spatiotemporally varying
columnar to near-surface relations for aerosols.

Routine visibility measurements from various ground stations
have been demonstrated as a useful source of information for
studying the long-term (e.g., interdecadal) variability of AOD and
their climatic implications (Wang et al., 2009). In this study, the
integration of 3-hourly visibility data and CTM simulations extends
beyond previous studies employing daily mean or early afternoon
visibility data along with simplified assumptions on the aerosol
vertical profile. Extension of our analysis across the whole visibility
time series (e.g., from 1973 to present) will improve our under-
standing of seasonal and daytime hourly variations in AOD and help
inform the climatic impacts of aerosols. The spatial pattern of the
inferred AOD should be improved.
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